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About This Game

X Caeli is a unique fusion of bizarre comedy, classic arcade gameplay, nostalgic art style inspired by the 90's anime, extreme
nerdyness, match-3 puzzler, intense romancing and hardcore logic experience.

It consists of Visual Novel story-telling with dialogue choices and space arcade part where every wave of enemies is a riddle that
you must solve by assembling your spaceship into an answer. Our scenes are memorable and our combat is very challenging and

highly rewarding.

Features:

- 12 Hours of reading time.
- 72 highly original CGs.

- All VN art is done by one man – our talented ShadowWind.
- 20+ hours of space arcade time with high replayability.

- Innovative gameplay that is like nothing else you've experienced.
- Big tutorial and adjustable difficulty: from casual to extremely challenging.

- Six girls to romance: an overly heroic captain, an ever-drunk inventor, easygoing cyberninja, greedy rogue psion, stalker-ish
and obsessed doctor and cute&naive superweapon.
- Our girls have strong and non-cliche personality.
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Hotline Miami is one of the best 2D run around and kill everyone type of games there is.

The music itself is not only very deep in detail and sound quality but somewhat hypnotizing.
I would compare the music in Hotline Miami to Payday 2's music. For some reason it blends very well with gameplay and for
me the music in both games actually helps me concentrate.

For the music alone this game is already a 5\/10 but with the gameplay, graphics story and everything combined to make the
amazing game it is I cant even put this game on a scale without it receiving a perfect rating.

10\/10 for everything about Hotline Miami. 6.5\/10
A puzzle platformer with time travel, similar to Braid, Misadventures of Winterbottom, RePete and a couple of other games.

Pros:
- it has puzzles where you create clones of yourself, press levers etc. If you haven't played any similar games, you will find these
puzzles amazing

Cons:
- the game doesn't feel unique. I mean, I have played such stuff for at least a few times already.
- the animations look clunky, and overall the 2D art looks unpolished. I can't say what exactly it is, but it just feels like a low-
budget product.

Basically, Misadventures of Winterbottom but without the humor or amazing graphics. It still works, and sure go ahead and get
this game if you haven't had enough of time puzzles yet.. I'd say if you enjoy OK K.O. or animation in general, this game is a
must buy. It's nice to see more animation based games.. I F***ING LOVE this game, one of my favourite point n clicks, nice
humor, suitable for everyone, and it feels piratey/adventurey, the best of feelings!. I would not have minded the propaganda if
the main characters would have been based on real people or if you had more choices how you play the game.. "I am neither
Goku nor Vegeta, I am Gogeta. It's over Omega, I COME FOR YOU!!!". Unfortunately this doesn't seem to open after
installation, and hangs my laptop requiring a reset. I am running windows 10. Reccomendation, do not purchase on steam.

But the game was great when I played it back in the day on Xbox.
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I want to like this game, I really do, but for me, it's less then 50% playable. the fireworks map works ok, so long as I dont do
more than a couple fireworks at the same time. the woods map is nice, but the mountain map, even though it's low res, gets
enough frame skips to cause me motion sickness. the rainy room map looks cool, but seriously, the frame skipping is so severe
that less than 1 min in that room is enough to cause me motion sickness for a couple hours after

System specs for me:
  intel skylake i6-6700k
  6bg ram
  gigabyte factory oc gtx 970 (windforce)

This either needs some serious optimization, or else a graphics adjustment setting somewhere.

I love the concept, and will NOT be returning it, But with how rough it still is, even after the first optimization update, I can not
recommend this game to others unless the optimization issues are fixed, or if you have a new pascal based nvidia graphics card
(1060, 1070, 1080 etc), AND if you are looking to get your Zen on in a nice relaxing environment, then this is the game for you.
but as is, thats a fairly specific subset of an already small target audience.

. Neat basebuilding quasi star trek themed game. Galactology can't be completed soon enough. I like it, but it's pretty basic on a
lot of levels. No problem to beat.. There was a man, fresh out of college. He was struggling to get a job, until he finally landed
one in guarding a mall. Not a glorious job, not a well paid one, but it helped pay the bills.

Then a Swede, dressed as Charles de Gaulle, smashed him to death with an active German hand grenade.

Now, you can be this crazy Swede, dressed as a Frenchman, risking his hands to ruin somebodies life.

10\/10 would buy again.. Fantastic game, Cannot believe something like this turned out to be so deep and fun. Love the
gangland stuff, made me feel like I am playing Saints Row 3 from a different angle while playing Prison Architect at the same
time, what an ingenious combo. Management + gang warfare. Loving it so far. Can be very daunting (see the 2 guides for some
basics). Can recommend it enough if you are into these genres. (I got the full package).. This is by far one of the most repetitive-
boring games I've ever played. I bought this game expecting a fun strategy game to waste time with, but instead I lost out on $5
that I could've used to buy something else. First of all, this game is extremely repetitive; the levels never change, there is
absolutely no deviation from the basic formula of winning each level (spam on the first floor: win game.) Second of all, this
game is not at all fun. There is nothing stimulating in it; there is no change, nothing interesting, and is just not worth it. I say this
warning with all there is inside me: DONT BUY THIS GAME. DO NOT BUY IT ON SALE, DONT EVEN LOOK AT IT,
AVOID IT LIKE THE PLAGUE. Spend the current price to charity, not this piece of garbage procieved as a game, you'll get a
lot more out of it.. The game is fairly straightforward. Walk, collect treasures and keys go pass to the next level. Gradually, the
number of steps is limited and appears portals to make the game and life more difficult. And then you have to turn on your
brain. But how sweet the taste of victory, when you reach the door!
A couple of times I could not figure out how to take treasure chests. But if you want to finish the game on three stars, then
please reset the level and start over.
A story goes throughout all the levels. Also I really liked that I can skip all the dialogs.
If you are not a fan of reading useless texts, just push the button and go further. But if someone decides to read these texts, then
he will be amused by jokes and dialogues.
I have already finished the first chapter, perhaps I will play further. The game is indispensable in the bus, lines, etc. Great
timekiller which make your brain work. That's all I wanted to say.
P.S. I noticed that if you think about the options in which direction you can go, then almost always there is a single right way in
each position.. I\\'m not a big multi-player person, mostly because I suck at them. But this is addicting. It\\'s a competitive
footracing game, with moving obstacles and randomized race tracks. There is no single player mode, but there\\'s also nothing
here that would make it necessary. The visuals are neat, I really like the designs and colors they went for here. There\\'s a view
for 1st or 3rd person, also which is nice, you don\\'t see options too often. I prefer 1st person myself. It\\'s fast paced and a
bunch of fun.

You can get in and out of races really quick, so you\\'re not stuck wasting time not playing. You get different powers that you
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can use to trip up your opponents, which can sometimes change the outcome of the race entirely. I still suck at MP, but found
myself winning a couple rounds here and there, just due to some well timed powers and luck. You get a freeze power which
freezes you in your tracks, another power which reverses your controls, and also one that makes you slide everywhere like
there\\'s oil slicks on your feet. You also have a shield that you can use to deflect attacks if you time it right.

All that with the randomized tracks and moving obstacles make this a fun challenge. It\\'s not contending for any GOTY awards,
but it\\'s definitely worth the $10 and it\\'s a fun distraction that doesn\\'t require a lot of commitment. I\\'m looking forward to
seeing what else they do with this. Get a group of your friends together so you can scream obscenities at each other over skype
or whatever and it\\'s a blast.. didnt enjoy it.

v1.4.2.5:

Improved the arcade drifting physics

Removed silly AI causing chaos in traffic

Removed (music based) speed limit

Bug fixes

. Meet out new game!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Indian Mutiny: Little Sepoy is out! It's a challenging arcade game that
brings you back in the 19th century. Take part in the Sepoy Mutiny: face the merciless British army and lead the rebels to
victory! Check it out and let us know what you think!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/854650/Indian_Mutiny_Little_Sepoy/
Joystick Knights Team
. Update 1.3.9:
- fixed ranking not loading
- changed Bounce effect. Dev Blog #147 - Story Building:

While Emelie has been focusing on making a Story Builder for Crest, someone else finished building his own story and told us
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the first part in form of a live-action video! This and more about the recent developments of Crest below.

Community. [7-8-2018] Helicopter Hub!:
Finally, the new Helicopter rotors have arrived!

This new part makes creating helicopters much smoother, it has an auto-stabilizing input, along with a roll and pitch input.

We currently offer 2 different propellers to choose from (more coming soon)
You can even turn off the rotational torque, making it a lot easier to build a perfect heli!

Other Fixes/Changes. 1.4.4 patch notes:
https://hackmud.com/forums/patch_notes/1_4_4_patch_notes. Update 0.7.1:
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Graphics improved:

The image is now "softer" when you move the camera.

Animations have become more smooth.

Flicker of glow effects has been fixed.

Added illumination for tiles that can be removed at the phase of field destruction.

Added an option for difficulty level.

Multiplayer improved.

Fixed a bug where the game stopped during the shrinking of the field.

Now it does not count as a move, if you put hex from where.

A hint was given for describing the hex of the enemy, if you point the cursor at it.

The skill to block tiles now blocks tiles for only one move, not the entire match.

Added a hint for inaccessible hexes, describing the conditions for their availability.

Reduced the time for hints to appear.

Improved design of interface elements.

Fixed bug of inaccessibility of the third level.

The intro video has been altered.
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Added a hint for the skill of the drone and color selection in the campaign scene.

Increased the hitbox for the click to change the drones in the campaign scene.

Changed the design of hints.

Fixed sticking of hints when hovering over the enemy hex during the stack placing.

Fixed saving deletion.

The tutorial for the campaign has been altered.

Fixed minor bugs.

. Build: # 1.0.13 - Save change and Player body:

!!Save File location had been Moved!!
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